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DIACETYL, ACETALDEHYDE

VDK & Carbonyl Compounds



VDK & Carbonyl Compounds

VDK (Vicinal DiKetones)
● There are 2 main components that belong to the 

VDK family and they are Diacetyl and 
2,3-pentanedione both of which have the same 
trademark buttery flavour

● These compounds are produced during fermentation 
and are reuptaken at the end of fermentation
○ If cell health is poor this process may not occur resulting in 

these flavours persisting into the finished beer!



Why does the cell produce this?

● When a cell is not able to acquire a molecule it 
requires from its environment it will have to produce 
it for itself

● Valine – is an amino acid that yeast cells commonly 
have to produce via such means

● One of the molecules that is used to produce Valine 
is the tasteless and odourless ɑ-acetolactate which 
will secrete out of the cell and break down into 
diacetyl over time 



Beginning
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Can we remove Diacetyl?

● Diacetyl will be uptaken by the cell and broken down 
into 2,3-butanediol which is “flavourless”
○ Has a mouthfeel contribution but no flavour

● This typically occurs “after fermentation” has 
completed or more importantly AFTER A STABLE 
S.G. HAS OCCURRED (in the log phase)

Just because your S.G. Has become stable 
does not mean that your cells are finished



What does this mean for your beer?

A common example of this phenomena
● Beer in brewery tastes great! No Diacetyl!

○ ɑ-acetolactate is high but not perceived
● Beer is packaged and sits on store shelves

○ ɑ-acetolactate converts to diacetyl
○ “Clean” beer becomes a diacetyl bomb

Q: How can we stop this from happening?
A: The Forced Diacetyl Test



Forced Diacetyl Test

● The forced diacetyl test is a test that can be done to 
determine if your diacetyl has all been consumed

● Simply heat the beer to 60-70°C for 30 mins – chill 
and smell

● If your beer at any point (before or after) smells of 
butter then your fermentation has not finished
○ Should be used as a “Go/No Go” test for cold crashing







Want more on Diacetyl?

See the blog!!!

https://www.escarpmentlabs.com/single-post/2018/0
9/18/The-forced-diacetyl-test



Carbonyl Compounds

Carbonyl compounds/ VDK
● These compounds are almost always considered a flaw 

most have an unpleasant “green apple/pumpkin”
to “cardboard” flavour

● All are produced as metabolic intermediates produced 
during yeast growth and reuptake in the log phase

● The most common Carbonyl compound is Acetaldehyde
○ If you have a beer where “something is off, but you 

can’t place what it is” than you likely have this acetal



Alcohol Fermentation





Carbonyl Compounds

● Acetaldehyde is produced during anaerobic 
respiration(fermentation) and is usually broken 
down into ethanol!

● This process is however energy taxing (requires 1 
NADH or roughly 3 ATP)

● For this reason if a cell is stressed it tends to forgo 
the last step and simply release the acetaldehyde 
instead of the finished ethanol



How can we reduce its production

● We can reduce the production of acetaldehyde by 
making sure our yeast cells are healthy and happy

● Only poor health cells with low ATP levels will not 
complete this process

● If you keep the cells healthy, they have high 
glycogen content, used to fermentation and have 
reduced levels of stress this molecule will not be 
found in your beer



Can we remove acetaldehyde

● Yes we can!

● At the end of fermentation (log phase) we can let the cells 
consume the remaining acetaldehyde and turn it into 
ethanol

● There is no real test for this however we rarely see this 
molecule alone – it usually is accompanied by diacetyl

● If your beer clears the forced diacetyl test then it LIKELY 
no longer has any free acetaldehyde



THE FREE RISE!

● A common method for helping to clean up a beer is 
known as a “free rise”

● About 75% of the way through ferment the jackets 
will be turned off and the beer will be allowed to free 
rise several degrees

● This will reduce the stress the cells experience as 
their optimal temp is 30C making them more likely to 
reuptake diacetyl and acetaldehyde



Carbonyl Compounds

● Glycerol and mouth feel
● Glycerol is produced alongside higher alcohols 

however how it occurs is not well known
● Glycerol can however infer a sense of fullness in a 

product commonly found in dry saisons and sake
○ Very low sugar content but full body due to glycerol content!

● This is produced in a higher conc. In bayanus yeast 
strains!



VDK and Carbonyl Compound - Review

● VDK and Carbonyl compounds are produced as the 
cell grows and reuptaken during the log phase of 
fermentation

● The breakdown and reuptake of both of these 
compounds does not yield energy – it requires 
energy. Poor health cells tend not to do it

● A healthy cell will clean these up at a faster rate than 
a sick cell





Higher Alcohol Production

FUSEL!



Higher Alcohol Production

Higher Alcohols A.K.A. Fusel Alcohols
● Higher alcohols tend to be “hot” and very upfront 

tones of alcohol which in large concentration are 
usually considered  flaw
○ In small amounts they add very nice complexity

● They are very important in regards to the total 
flavour of the beer as they are a precursor for ester 
production!



Higher Alcohol Production

● Why do we call them “higher” alcohols

● This name is all based on how many carbons are 
present in the molecule

● Ethanol – standard alcohol (2 carbon)
● Propanol – Fusel Alcohol (3 carbon)
● Isobutanol – Fusel alcohol (4 carbon)
● Isoamyl alcohol – Fusel alcohol (5 carbon)



Higher Alcohol Production

All higher alcohols come from either one of 2 pathways
● Anabolic route from pyruvate 

○ i.e. Are produced mainly from pyruvate
○ These fusel alcohols are built up from the 

leftover/intermediates of other cell reactions

● Catabolic route from amino acids deamination 
○ are produced from amino acids brought into the cell and 

dismantled or “scrapped for parts” leaving behind the fusel 
alcohol

○ In this case – the fusel alcohol is the byproduct of another 
more important reaction (from the viewpoint of the yeast cell)



Flavour compound production
Anabolic Pathway

a.k.a. Isoamyl 
alcohol
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Higher Alcohol Production

Based on what “state” the cells in one or the other 
pathway will dominate

● When FAN is high the catabolic pathway is enhanced 
producing different alcohols resulting in ester 
variation

● At the beginning of fermentation when reserves are 
low the catabolic pathway is favoured

● When resources are high the anabolic pathway is 
favoured



Higher Alcohol Production

There are three ways we can alter higher alcohol 
production!

● Strain choice
○ Largest implication
○ This will have a greater effect than any normal condition

● FAN composition
○ ↓and ↑concentration will increase higher alcohol production via 

the anabolic and catabolic paths respectively

● Fermentation conditions/cell health!



Higher Alcohol Production

Fermentation Conditions – Higher alcohols
● As a general rule anything that causes yeast to 

increase the rate at which it does things will increase 
the fusel content of the beer
○ High wort oxygenation = more energy = faster growth =  ↑ 

fusels
○ Pressurized fermentation = slower yeast cells = ↓ fusels

• Roughly 8 psi, used by the big guys!
○ High Temperature (>18ºC) = ↑ yeast metabolism = ↑ fusels
○ Lower temp ( 18ºC) = ↓ yeast metabolism = ↓ fusels

● More later in lecture





Can we remove higher alcohol

● Not really....sadly

● The best you can do is try and prevent them from being 
produced

● They will over time with oxygen (not practical for 
oxidation issues) break down into aldehydes and ketones 
however other flavours produced in beer will make the 
product not enjoyable

● This is however how scotch gets a lot of its flavours!





BE ASSERTIVE – TAKE CONTROL!

Controlling flavour compound 
production



Controlling flavour compound production

● The biggest thing you can do to alter your flavour 
compounds produced if to choose the right strain!

● Second to that – there are several things we can do to 
alter or manipulate the amount of the flavours 
produced by the strain

Make sure you use the right strain!



Controlling flavour compound production

As a general rule:
Anything you can do to slow the rate of 

fermentation will cause less fusels, esters, VDK’s 
etc to be produced

Anything that speeds up ferment it up will 
promote the production of fusels, esters, VDK’s etc

● This all hinges on the assumption that we have 
properly pitched healthy cells!
○ Unhealthy cells are unpredictable



Why does this occur?

● I like to think of this like a highway!
YEAST IS A HIGHWAY!





Why does this occur?

I like to think of this like a highway!

For this highway
● Flow of cars = rate of fermentation
● Side streets/service roads = fusels/esters

Based on this – lets run through some examples



QUESTION

What is going to happen if there is a car accident?

● Where are the cars on the highway going?

● What streets will the cars go?

● How will rate of cars affect this?



Answer

What is going to happen if there is a car accident?

● Where are the cars on the highway going?
○ We will see more go to the side streets
○ If we have a genetic mutation that reduces the cells ability to 

ferment – other pathways will take over (Esters/fusels/VDK, etc)
● What streets will the cars go?

○ Other streets – not the highway
● How will rate of cars affect this?

○ If we have slow traffic – they will stay on the highway. Lots of 
traffic....lots of people trying other routes

○ Lots of sugar consumption (high temp) then lots of esters and fusels



QUESTION

Are we more likely to have a car accident if there are 
more or less cars on the road?

● If we have lots of cars on the road and we are in stop 
and go traffic – what will the traffic on the side 
streets and service roads be like?

● Will the people driving be healthy when they get 
home?



Answers

Are we more likely to have a car accident if there are more or 
less cars on the road?

● If we have lots of cars on the road and we are in stop and 
go traffic – what will the traffic on the side streets and 
service roads be like?
○ The faster the cell consumed sugar the more often we (tend to) see 

genetic drift and alteration

● Will the people driving be healthy when they get home?
○ Fusel alcohol and ester production does not mean the cells are sick
○ That being said – poor health yeast are the leading cause of unwanted 

flavour compound production



Similarities!

Humans with large 
workload

Yeast consuming a lot 
of sugar (high S.G.)

Likely to produce 
more errors

More fusels, VDK 
and carbonyl

More errors and 
mistakes 

(wrong answers)



Similarities!

Humans asked to do 
something quickly

Yeast fermenting very 
quickly (high temp)

Likely to produce 
more errors

More fusels, VDK 
and carbonyl

More errors and 
mistakes 

(wrong answers)



Similarities!

Humans with lack of 
sleep

Yeast with low 
sterol content

Likely to produce 
more errors

More fusels, VDK 
and carbonyl

More errors and 
mistakes 

(wrong answers)



Similarities!

Sick Human Low Viability yeast 
cells

Likely to produce 
more errors

More fusels, VDK 
and carbonyl

More errors and 
mistakes 

(wrong answers)



So then why?

● Why can some strains ferment cleanly in 3 days 
while others take 2 weeks

● Why do some strains produce tons of esters at low 
temps while others are usually clean

● Why do some strains produce flavours others don't!



ANSWERS

● Why can some strains ferment cleanly in 3 days 
while others take 2 weeks
○ Some strains have different speed limits – their metabolic 

rates are set to operate at a higher rate without other pathways 
activating

● Why do some strains produce tons of esters at low 
temps while others are usually clean
○ Some strains have “speed limits” set higher or lower for the 

side roads

● Why do some strains produce flavours others don't!
○ ....long story short – they have different genes



So...If I want a clean beer?

● Ferment cold

● The slower rate of sugar consumption (due to the cold) will 
reduce the activity of fusel and ester production

● You will also see a decrease in VDK and carbonyl 
production HOWEVER – you will also see the rate of 
uptake be reduced

● Many brewers will ferment cold and condition warmer to 
get the best of both worlds – low production and high 
reuptake



Review – Controlling flavour compounds

● Anything you do to increase the rate at which a yeast 
cell consumes sugar will increase the amount of 
flavour compounds produced

● Anything you do to slow a ferment will cause a 
cleaner product

● Anything you do to speed a ferment will cause more 
flavours to be produced



EVERYTHING WILL BE OKAY – YOU GOT THIS!

How pitch rate impacts 
flavour

Click Me!



Pitching Rate

● Pitching rate is one of the things that most “rookie” 
brewers overlook and just simply run by a set rule of 
thumb of volume

● This is doing you a severe disservice as you are not 
grasping the control, consistency and peace of mind 
that understanding your yeast brings to you

● This is one of the things that separates good brewers 
from great brewers!



Pitching Rate

Pitching Rate is
● The amount of cells added per unit of volume (usually 

mL) to start fermentation!

● The rate at which you pitch will have a large 
implication on the flavour of the beer as well as the 
viability of the cells for consequent fermentation

● A typical pitch count for an ale is
○ 0.5 million cells/ml/ºP for <1.055SG
○ 1 Million cells/ml/ºP for >1.055SG1



Pitching Rate

● A typical beer will be pitched at 0.75 million cells per 
ml per degree plato

LET'S DO SOME MATH!
● Say we are making 20L of a  14°P beer?



Pitching Rate

● If we are making an imperial beer we will want to use 
a higher pitch rate!
○ More sugar and ABV, more stress on the yeast!

● Say we are making 80 HL of a  20°P beer?



Pitching Rate - Overview

● All of the calculations and topics covered today are 
running under the assumption that the cells you are 
using are in good health

● If they are not then.......these concept don't exactly 
apply exactly
○ More will be covered in lab and lecture



Pitching Rate

● When we are working with a pitching rate we must 
first determine the viability of the cells
○ A dead cell is not a useful cell!

● Dead cells that are undetermined are one of the 
largest variables that cause unwanted flavours in a 
fermentation
○ This occurs because you effectively under pitch the beer 

resulting in many off flavours



Question / Understanding Pitch Rate

● Now that we can do the math lets link this all 
together

What is going to happen to each of the cells if we

1. Underpitch our yeast

1. Overpitch our yeast



Underpitching yeast

When we underpitch our cells we are 
going to do several things

1. We will be asking each cell to grow more resulting in a 
lower sterol content – more sterol dilution from growth

2. We are going to cause each cell to ferment longer – work 
longer shift = more prone to errors

3. We will see an increase in fusel alcohol production as 
each cell is going to grow more than normal (increase 
catabolic and anabolic pathways)

4. Stressed yeast cells (at the end of ferment) will be less 
likely to reuptake VDK`s and carbonyl compounds



Underpitching yeast

When we underpitch our cells we are 
going to do several things

5. See a decrease in attenuation as the cells at the end of 
ferment are in poor health due to extra stress – more 
maltotriose left

6. Glycogen and Trehalose content in each cell will be less 
as they tend to build up too much stress and damage near 
the end of fermentation

7. Flocculation tends to be impacted as cells run out of 
nutrients and energy needed to produce flocculation 
proteins

8. Less esters  - aerobic growth is limited. No acetyl CoA = 
no esters



Summary - Underpitching
More Fusels

Won't happen

Less Esters



Underpitching yeast

What happens if we under pitch?
● Result!

○ ↑in higher alcohols making the beer “Hot”
○ ↓ester concentration causing a less lively beer with little 

fruity or floral notes
○ ↑ buttery notes due to VDK
○ ↑ cardboard and green apple notes due to carbonyl 

compound production

● We will also see a greater degree of DNA DAMAGE 
as each cell has been placed under more stress!

It is rarely recommended to under pitch!



Underpitching

Click Me!



Pitching Rate

What happens if we Over Pitch?
● The amount of resources available to each cell is 

reduced
● This will cause each cell to not divide as much and not 

produce as many proteins
● Scavenging of materials will occur readily as there are 

many happy cells to do so
● Each cell may not regain all of its reserves making 

additional pitches potentially troublesome



Over Pitching yeast

When we overpitch our cells we are 
going to do several things

1. We see less cell growth – more sterols per cell as less 
division occurs per cell

2. Cells have less glycogen and trehalose – each cell 
consumed less sugar (somewhat starved)

3. Esters decrease as less fusel alcohols are produced – less 
growth

4. First couple gens – VDK`s and carbonyls are less as more 
cells are present to clean things up

5. If continuously done – low carbon reserves begin to 
cause similar effects to underpitching



Summary - Overpitching
Less Fusels

Will happen

Less Esters



Pitching Rate

What happens if we Over Pitch?
● Esters will be lowered

○ If extra O2 was added then esters should increase as Acyl CoA 
would be produced

● Higher alcohols will be lower as each cell will grow 
less
○ Catabolic fusel production will dominate

● Carbonyl/VDK
○ Will be reduced as there will be many cells to clean up the 

compounds



Pitching Rate

What happens if we Over pitch?
● Result!

○ ↓ in higher alcohols making the beer clean but potentially 
too much so

○ ↓ /↑ ester concentration dependent on oxygen (strain 
dependent) 

○ ↓ buttery notes due to VDK reuptake
○ ↓ cardboard and green apple notes due to carbonyl 

compound reduction

Overpitching is always better 
than under pitching



Overview – pitching rate

● The more cells we pitch, the less FAN and carbon we are 
asking each cell to consume
○ Less growth per cell – more sterols per cell
○ ≈ slower/less stressful ferment per cell
○ Less sugar consumed = less carbon storage

● The less we pitch, the more FAN and carbon we are asking 
each to consume
○ More growth per cell – less sterols per cell
○ ≈ faster/more stressful ferment
○ More sugar consumed = more carbon storage

The key is to find a balance



Characteristics of Brewing Yeasts

What is a good brewing yeast?
1. Rapid fermentation rate without excessive yeast growth
2. Efficient Utilization of maltose and maltotriose with good 

conversion to alcohol
3. Ability to withstand stresses imposed from alcohol 

concentrations and osmotic pressure
4. Reproducible production of flavour
5. Timely flocculation for the process
6. Good handling characteristics

• Good viability, vitality
• Genetic stability



Review – Pitching Rate

● Pitching rate will determine how much stress each one of your cells is going to 
undergo = how much damage each cell taking

● Underpitching = more stress and damage per ferment resulting in bad 
flavours
○ Hard to sell

● Overpitching = less stress and damage per ferment HOWEVER also less 
reserves (the good stuff)
○ Still easy to sell

● If given the option – always overpitch if unsure

USE YOUR SKILLS FROM THIS COURSE AND TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR 
PITCH RATE!



EVERYTHING WILL STILL BE OKAY – YOU GOT THIS!

BONUS TOPIC:
A Better way to look 

at pitching rate



A better way to look at pitch rate

● A better way to look at pitch rate is to think of 
fermentation as “stress”

● Each cell line is only capable of withstanding so 
much stress before it begins to make errors
○ Just like every person can only withstand so much stress 

before they begin to screw up

● The more stress you put a cell under the more likely 
it is to cause an error OR produce more esters, fusels, 
reuptake VDK’s and carbonyls less, etc



Another Way to Look at Pitch Rate

Say you have 100 units of “labour” to be done. You 
have 10 workers that are each able to do 10 units of 
work a day and be healthy

If you only have 5 workers than each is doign 2x the 
amount of work causing them to be unhealthy, sick, 
cause more errors, etc

If you have 20 workers to do 100 units of labour 
everyone does 0.5x the work and goes home early

You always want to have more workers than you need - 
just like yeast :) 



Questions?


